Dreamscreens Inc. is the premier manufacturer of retractable screen systems, both manual and motorized. The company was incorporated in 1998 as a spin-off of a large window, door and screen replacement business that was also a dealer in Phantom retractable screens. The company is privately owned with 2 principals.
Dreamscreens evolved because of a need for an easy to install, more rugged, and more reliable screen than what was available on the market. The Dreamscreen retractable screen is patented and has several design improvements not available on any other retractable screen.

Dreamscreens now has three manufacturing locations. Sarasota, FL, Sacramento, CA and Oakville, Ontario, Canada.

The products are nationwide and in the islands through a network of Distributors, Dealers and Contractors. Dreamscreens are also available direct from the factory when there is no local dealer and through the internet outlet Costco.com and through the wholesale company Direct Buy.

*Dreamscreens are available Standard size (79 ¾”), Custom ordered, or Cut to fit (Dealers or qualified DIY only). Four standards colors and 2 upgrade colors are available as well as virtually any custom color per special request.*
What is a Dreamscreen?

The Dreamscreen is perfect for virtually all screen door applications. With the Dreamscreen extended, the flexible screen mesh door is held closed by a full length magnet. A gentle pull on the handle allows the screen to retract entirely into a small square housing, virtually disappearing when not in use. The most common question asked when someone sees a dreamscreen retract for the first time is “where did it go?”
Dreamscreens are unique because they can be mounted inside the door frame (flush mount), or on the surface of the interior or exterior molding. (face mount) They work great for either in-swing or out-swing doors.
Advantages

- Easy to install (patented installation design)
- Welded, reinforced bottom edge for superior wear
- Deep top rail virtually eliminates blowout
- Welded spline connected screen to roller and pull rail.
- Full length magnetic seal
- Full length foam bumper for quiet operation
- Adjustable tension spring (rarely necessary)
- Sealed dual metal bearings (not plastic)
- Heavy duty extruded aluminum structure
- Extremely durable powder coated finish
- Adjustable handles
- Available in four standard colors and 2 upgrade colors
- Made in the USA
Single Dreamscreens
Versatility

Dreamscreens are ideal for screening single doors, double french doors, or sliding doors. A Dreamscren can be placed anywhere an old style screen is installed and more.

They are perfect for beautiful entry doors that shouldn’t be hidden from view by unsightly screen doors as well as the doors leading from the garage to the house where a cross breeze is desirable without having to struggle with the clumsy hinged type screen door.

The versatility is endless. We have installed Dreamscreens on yachts, catering vehicles, horse trailers, even an outdoor shower! Have a new application? Chances are, you can use a Dreamscren…
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**Outstanding Value**

- Sturdy Aluminum Construction
- 100% Fiberglass screen with PVC coating
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Versatile – Can be used anywhere
- Attractive – Can be installed inside or out
- Competitively priced
- Recognized as the quality leader
Motorized Dreamscreens

Perfect for Larger openings
Features

- Ideal for oversized openings such as garage doors, lanais, porches, etc…
- Remote controlled operation conveniently raises and lowers screen with a push of a button
- Insect free ventilation and enhanced privacy with a variety of screening options
- Super strong Polyester screening with PVC coating
- Rugged design featuring our exclusive “Wind Bar” enhancement to help withstand windloads without experiencing screen damage
- Choice of several attractive colors
- Limited Lifetime Warranty on all components*
- 5 year manufacturers warranty on motor
Specifications

- Available in widths to 25’
- Available in heights to 16’
- Powerful high torque electric motor
- Convenient remote control operation
- Simply plugs in to any standard outlet
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Dreamscreen with Windbar
The World’s Finest Retractable Screens

Made in the USA